Balls lose pressure since they are first taken
out of their original container, just by being
exposed to atmospheric pressure.
This pressure loss is acuter upon impact with
the racket or ground, making them lose up to
25% of their original pressure in just the first
match.
They soon ceased to meet Federation
Standard bounce, which means:
Insufficient and irregular bounce,
making the game slower and uneasy.
Lower quality classes.
Limited set of workable exercises
(power shots, for instance).
Less enjoyable classes
Increase in the chances of student
(and teacher) injury
Whitin an hour class, each ball is played with
some 4 to 5 times. That sets the weariness
equivalent of one match in around a week of
classes.
Replacing balls one a month means disposing
of them when they have only been used for a
small fraction of their lifetime.
Sports clubs typically spend around 1.300
euros per ball trolley every year, disposing of
balls that are barely new every time. Moreover,
those balls have been bouncing insufficiently
most of that time.
For example, a club featuring 4 ball troleys
wastes an outrageaous 5.200 € in discarded
balls every year, unnecessarily.

NEW BALLS PLEASE
Why you need Pascal Box
Professional?

BRAND NEW BALLS
BOUNCE
What is Pascal Box Professional?

Pascal Box Professional is the only portable
device capable of recovering the bounce
of a long set of balls, every time.
Its design allows for Federations Standard
bounce to be recovered, for as long as a set
of balls is kept in use.
Valid for both Tennis and Padel.

Main Features
Pascal Box Professional
1

72 balls capability

2

Federations Sandard
bounce guaranteed

3

Innovative and safe closing system

4

Small electric compressor

5

Portable trolley

6

Adjustable height

7

Paid off in 6 months

SAVE MONEY FROM
THE DAY ONE
Why you need
Pascal Box Professional?

Enjoy its benefits from the very
beginning.
SAVE UP TO 1.300€ PER TROLLEY
EVERY YEAR.
Make sure balls keep first-day
bouncing forever so your classes are
top quality, regardless of how long
has gone since the last balls
replacement.

72 x 1,5 = 108€/month

1.296€/year
With Pascal Box Professional balls
will always have a perfect bounce.

Stand out from the crowd
Professionalize your sports club
with an innovative device that will
make your brand stand out. Avoid
complaints from your customers
and suprise them with balls that are
always in perfect shape.
Avoid injuries and improve
customers’ experience
Guaranteeing first-day bounce, the
likelihood of injuries is substantially
reduced, while the set of doable
exercises is widened and customer’s
satisfaction increased.
5-year guarantee and
after sale service
Pascal Box Professional comes with
a 5-year guarantee, and a great after
sale service to solve any doubt that
could arise along the way.
Help protect
the environment
According to the International
Tennis Federation, 360.000.000
balls are manufactured every year.
Become eco-friendly by helping to
reduce your carbon footprint with
Pascal Box Professional.
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